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Question 1 (5 points)

- Broadcast storm: -5
- Bad VLAN configuration: -3
- VLAN tag: -2
- Wrong addresses: -1
Question 2 (10 points)

- Forwarding table: 6
  - 2 lables in P router: -4
  - FEC in P router: -2
  - Local address for next hop: -1
- Binding: 4
  - IPv6 address in FEC in P router: -3
  - No FEC: -3
  - Upstream binding: -2
Question 3 (8 points)

- Client with 1 address: -2
- Client address not corporate: -2
- No tunneling in 7 or 8: -3
- No centralized access (ISP address): -3
- VPN GW address in 6
  - Public corporate address: -3
  - Private corporate addr, specifying it is GW addr: -2
  - Private corporate address: -1
- Tunneling in 6: -2
- Same prefix on different networks: -1
- Private address in 6: -1
Question 4 (8 points)

- **Addressing**: 4 points
  - Same prefix on different links: -4
  - Not hierarchical: -2

- **Routing table**: 4 points
  - Not hierarchical: -2
  - Local address for next hop: -1